INVITATION
TRANSFORMING YOUR BUSINESS THROUGH DISTRIBUTION, CONTRACT AUTOMATION AND BLOCKCHAIN
WHAT C-SUITE AND LAWYERS NEED TO KNOW

DATE & TIME
Thursday, 29th November 2018, 2pm – 5.30pm

VENUE
Aviva Stadium, Havelock Lounge, Level 4

SPONSORS
CPL Resources plc

PARTNERS
Leman Consulting

AGENDA
2.05PM: INTELLIGENT CONTRACTS 2.0
Monish Darada – Chief Technology Officer & Co-Founder, ICERTIS
Our experts will talk through how blockchain can be applied to many business sectors most likely to be transformed by blockchain and contracts and how it will affect the role of the lawyer.

2.45PM: CONTRACT AUTOMATION
Karl Manweiler, Managing Director, Leman Consulting
Why it is a must for lawyers to adopt digital contracts and will outline how blockchain and contracts and how it will affect the role of the lawyer.

4.10PM: BLOCKCHAIN - REAL USE CASES
Dr Clohessy will introduce Claire Fitzpatrick, Strategic Operations Director, ConsenSys
Claire is a broad experienced professional with proven track record of leadership, strategy and digital transformation projects. Claire is also a seed capital investor in 31 startups delivering market leading fund management and is also a co-lead for blockchain and start ups globally to build, test and deploy public and private blockchain solutions.

To Register Your Attention on this Free 4.5 Hour Legal & Business Event Click Here: www.lemanconsulting.ie/fol18register/